Negotiator
Interested in foreign countries, people, and cross-cultural relationships
Risk-taker
Good at assessing information quickly
Wants to own a business someday

Designer
Good at matching customers to products
Creative

Motivator
Good at seeing how the pieces fit together
Good at helping people solve problems

Risk-taker
Good at assessing information quickly
Wants to own a business someday

Negotiator
Interested in foreign countries, people, and cross-cultural relationships

Director
Interested in the business of healthcare
Work closely with medical staff

Connector
Oversee the recruiting and hiring of staff
Good at identifying talent

HOW TO PICK A MAJOR IN THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

MANAGEMENT

MANAGEMENT: HUMAN RESOURCES

MARKETING

GENERAL BUSINESS: ENTREPRENEURSHIP

GENERAL BUSINESS: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

GENERAL BUSINESS: HEALTHCARE

DO YOU HAVE PEOPLE SKILLS?
HOW TO PICK A MAJOR IN THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

DO YOU HAVE MATH SKILLS?

01 OPTION
Investigator
More interested in result than process
Interested in how to build wealth

02 OPTION
Organizer
Wants to find answer on first try
Detail-oriented

03 OPTION
Strategist
Able to see relationships between info
Big picture people

04 OPTION
Advisor
Interest in the law profession
Good communicator

05 OPTION
Developer
Willing to use trial and error to find solution
Problem-solver

FINANCE
ACCOUNTING
ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS: LAW
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS